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Localizing the NADP+ binding site on the
MurB enzyme by NMR
NMR resonances of backbone nuclei have been assigned for >95% of the residues in oxidized, substratefree, perdeuterated 13CJ15N-Iabelled MurB (347 residues). A novel approach utilizing minimum chemical
shift changes was employed to localize the NADP+ binding site on MurB.

Sir-UDP-N-acetylenolpyruvylglucosamine reductase (MurB), a
monomeric flavoprotein, is involved
in the synthesis of the peptidoglycan
layer of the bacterial cell wall through
the
reduction
of
UDP-Nacetylenol pyruvylgl ucosami ne
(UNAGEP)
to
UDP-N-acetyl
muramic acid (UNAM) 1. Thus,
MurB represents a potentially novel
anti-infective drug target. Crystal
structures have recently been determined for both substrate-free MurB2
and UNAGEP-complexed MurB3 to
resolutions of, respectively, 3.0 A and
2.7 A. NADPH is also a substrate for
MurB; to date, no crystal structure
has been determined for NADP+complexed MurB. Therefore, we have
initiated NMR studies on MurB both
to identify and to characterize the
NADP+ binding site on this important enzyme.
Structural analysis by NMR is
challenging for large proteins because
of both increased spectral overlap
and decreased sensitivity. In general,
spectral overlap has been mitigated
by two developments: the convenient
expression of proteins uniformly
enriched in 13C and 15N isotopes4,5;
and the introduction of both multidimensional, multi-resonance scalar
correlation6,7 and NOE experiments8,9_For these experiments, sensitivity is significantly affected by T 2
relaxation of the backbone nuclei.
Increases in both sensitivityl{}-12 and
resolution 13 have been obtained for
backbone resonances in large proteins by deuteration. Utilizing both
perdeuteration and 13Cf 15N isotopic
labelling, sequential backbone resonances have been assigned for oxidized, substrate-free MurB from
Escherichia coli1 4 .

for >95% of the residues in E. coli
MurB14. An analysis of 15N relaxation data 15 indicates that, at 30.0
°C, MurB has an effective isotropic
rotational correlation time of 18-19
ns. With MurB, establishing sequential backbone resonance assignments, although greatly aided by
perdeuteration in terms of sensitivity, was complicated by several factors: (i) the sheer number of residues
that comprise the monomeric MurB
protein; (ii) conformational heterogeneity in certain regions; and (iii) a
decrease in the number of resonance
types through which amino-acid
spin systems can be sequentially
linked. The latter factor results from
the elimination by perdeuteration of
all HaJI3 resonances.
In summary, resonances have
been assigned for one or more
backbone atoms in 334 out of the
347 MurB residues (96%). The
number of residues for which a specific atom has been assigned is as
follows: 309 for HN and N (94%);
315 for CO (91%); 331 for Ca
(95%); and 297 for Cp (93%). Cy
resonances have been assigned for
89 residues to aid the sequential
assignment process (a detailed listing of the resonance assignments
for substrate-free, perdeuterated
MurB will be published elsewhere) .

NADP+ binding site
No crystal structure has been reported to date for NADP+ -complexed

b
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NADP+ binding characteristics

Multiple-point titration experiments
with NADP+ have been conducted
on MurB. Fig. 1 demonstrates that
NADP+ is in slow exchange between
free and MurB-complexed forms.
The Kd for NADP+ binding to the
oxidized form of MurB is -2 JlM at
pH 7.5 (J. Robertson, data not
shown). If the on-rate of NADP+
were diffusion controlled, a Kd this
Resonance assignment of MurB large would suggest intermediate to
Sequential backbone resonance fast exchange. The counter-observaassignments have been determined tion of slow exchange, however, sug-
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gests that NADP+ may bind to MurB
utilizing a gated or 'latch' mechanism, analogous to that proposed for
UNAGEP2.
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Fig. 1 F2 traces from 2D 1H-lSN HSQC
spectra show the Glu 316 amide-proton resonance at the follow ing
NADP+:MurB molar ratios: a, no
NADp+; b, 0.3:1; c, 0.71 ; and d. 1:1.
The final NADP+ concentration w as 1.4
mM . For this titration study, the MurB
protein was exchanged into NMR
buffer in 100% D2 0 and at pH 7.4. The
NMR data were collected at 25.0 oc.
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Fig 2 Schematic stereo illustration of the crystal structure of UNAGEP-complexed MurB3, showing the protein backbone trace and all atoms of UNAGEP (magenta) and FAD (purple). The locations of Thr 189 and Tyr 2 54 are indicated. White indicates residues (including Pro) to which an
HNCO correlation has not been assigned. Blue indicates residues with min (.1ppm) ::; 0.1 p.p.m.;
yellow, residues with 0.1 <min (l1ppm) :>0.2 p.p.m.; orange, residues with 0.2 <min (l1ppm) ::; 0.3
p.p.m .; and red, residues with m1n(L1ppm) >0.3 p.p.m. a.N and a.co normalize the magnitude of
15N and 13(0 chemical-shift changes (in p.p.m. units), respectively, to that of l HN chemical-shift
changes. In this study, these scale factors were established from estimates of atom-specific
chemical-shift ranges in a protein: 5.5 p.p.m. for lHN; 32 p.p.m. for 15N; and 14 p.p.m . for
13(0. These ranges lead to a.N=0 .17 and a.co=0.39

MurB. However, three potential
NADPH/NADP+ binding sites have
been proposed based on the crystal
structures of substrate-free and
UNAGEP-complexed MurB2,3. Two
of the proposed binding sites2 would
result in a highly unusual hydride
transfer to the si face 16-1 8 of the FAD
isoalloxazine ring: the first site is coincident with the UNAGEP binding
site; the second site involves a smaller
channel oriented almost perpendicular to the UNAGEP binding channel.
The third binding site3 proposed for
NADPH/NADP+ would result in
hydride transfer to the re face of the
FAD isoalloxazine ring. NADPH
binding to this latter site would
require a significant movement of a
loop containing residue P 111.
Ligand binding sites can be localized based on backbone-atom
and/or side-chain-atom chemicalshift changes. Chemical-shift-based
approaches have traditionally compared actual chemical shifts from
both free and ligand-bound forms of
the protein to localize the ligand
binding site 19- 2I . Under this paradigm, localizing the NADP+ binding
site on MurB would require complete
backbone resonance assignments for
NADP+ -complexed MurB. Making
these assignments is time consuming,
especially since NADP+ is in slow
exchange with MurB. To circumvent
this step, a novel alternative strategy
996

has been pursued that relies only
on determining minimum values
for backbone-atom chemical-shift
changes in MurB incurred upon
NADP+ binding.
To measure these mmtmum
chemical-shift changes, 3D HNCO
spectra6 were used instead of 1H-'5N
HSQC spectra. The HNCO offers
increased resonance dispersion while
maintaining sufficient sensitivity.
Every assigned HNCO correlation
from substrate-free MurB is identified with a closest HNCO correlation
from NADP+-complexed MurB
in terms of a 'p.p.m. distance'.
This minimum p.p.m. distance,
min(~ppml in equation (1), describes
the minimum cumulative chemicalshift change experienced by a given
HNCO correlation in response to
NADP+ binding:
min(t.ppml=min{!(HNt.ppm)2+(Nt.pprn *aN)2+
(COt.ppm*aco)2 ]1 12)

(1).

H N~ppm' N~ppm' and CO~ppm are the
I HN, ISN and 13CQ chemical-shift
differences, respectively, between
HNCO correlations for substratefree and NADP+ -complexed MurB;
the scaling factors aN and Uco are
described in the legend to Fig. 2.
Because the minimum chemicalshift approach is qualitative in
nature, an exact value for these scale
factors ts not required. With

pm), residues for which the
HNCO correlation undergoes a large
chemical-shift change are both conservatively and unambiguously identified. For some residues, however,
nearby or overlapping peaks may
obscure chemical-shift changes due
to ligand binding.
Fig. 2 displays min(~ppml values
contrast-mapped onto the backbone
of
UNAGEP-complexed
trace
MurB3. The UNAGEP substrate and
FAD cofactor (flavin adenine dinucleotide) are also shown. An interpretation of the chemical-shift
changes in MurB upon NADP+
binding must consider the presence
of the FAD cofactor. Even if FAD
changes only slightly in its relative
orientation to the MurB protein in
response to NADP+ binding, this
slight change can still produce significant differences in local ring currents. With this in mind, Fig. 2
clearly shows that NADP+ binding
to MurB induces chemical-shift
changes in both UNAGEP and FAD
binding pockets. Ala 227 and Gly 228
experience the largest changes, with
min(~ppm) values of 0.86 and 0.75
p.p.m. respectively. Both residues lie
at the bottom of the UNAGEP binding pocket; they are therefore in close
proximity to the isoalloxazine ring of
FAD. Gin 120, Asn 121, Arg 159 and
Asp 160 also show large chemicalshift changes; these residues reside at
the FAD/UNAGEP interface region.
Smaller changes have been observed
for Ser 229-Val 236, Asn 253, Tyr
254 and Val 261-Leu 263; these
residues line the UNAGEP binding
pocket.
In summary, our evidence suggests the following description of
the MurB-NADP+ interaction: (i)
structural characteristics of the
MurB/FAD interaction in solution
change to some degree in response to
NADP+ binding; (ii) NADP+ binds
to MurB in the same pocket as does
UNAGEP; and (iii) NADPH transfers a hydride to the si face of the
FAD isoalloxazine ring. In addition,
Thr 189 shows a substantial chemical-shift change (Fig. 2), with a
min(~ppml of 0.33 p.p.m. This
residue resides in a loop, which both
forms the upper lip of the UNAGEP
binding pocket and undergoes a conformational rearrangement upon
UNAGEP binding2. The substantial
chemical-shift change in Thr 189
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supports our proposed binding site
for NADP+. Recent kinetic experiments also suggest the absence of
simultaneous binding to MurB
for NADPH and UNAGEP22_
Finally, the minimum chemical-shift
changes reported herein do not support the alternate NADP+ binding
sites2,3_ In context with NADP+
being in slow exchange with MurB,
the substantial chemical-shift change
in Thr 189 also suggests that both
NADP+ binding and UNAGEP binding induce similar structural changes
inMurB.

correspondence
increasingly important in localizing
ligand binding sites for the following
reason: the number and density of
protons may be quite low on many
small-molecule drug candidates.
Although intermolecular NOEs in
protein-ligand complexes provide
more definitive and higher resolution
structural information, such NOEs
may be difficult to observe with both
sparsely protonated ligands and
perdeuterated proteins. Because four
Tyr aromatic rings line the UNAGEP
binding site in MurB3 and because
NADP+ has now been shown to bind
in the same site as UNAGEP, Tyr
residues have been type-specifically
protonated23,24 m an otherwise
perdeuterated MurB. With this
approach, several intermolecular
NOEs have only recently been
observed between NADP+ and the
MurB protein (data not shown).

Significance for drug discovery
Structural information on inhibitor
binding must be generated rapidly
by X-ray crystallography and NMR
to benefit structure-assisted drug
design. In crystallography, Fourier
difference and molecular replacement techniques are well suited to
Methods
this task. In NMR, an analogous Protein expression and isotopic
technique, albeit of much lower reso- labelling. MurB (EC 1.1.1.158) from E.
lution, is the herein proposed and coli was expressed as a fusion condemonstrated method of minimum struct with maltose binding protein14
chemical-shift changes for localizing in minimal medium containing 15Nligand binding sites. However, this NH4504, [13C 2]-acetate and 95% D 20.
Additional vitamin supplements were
method still requires backbone reso- added as described25_ To insure a
nance assignments for the uncom- complete re-exchange of amide proplexed protein, a process taking up to tons following expression in D 20, the
purified MurB protein was subjected
six months for substrate-free MurB.
If ligand-induced, minimum to 0.5 M urea in H 20 for 30 min at
chemical-shift changes can be room temperature at pH 8.0. Following this mild urea treatment, the submapped and interpreted in per- strate-free protein was dialysed
deuterated large proteins, NMR can extensively against the NMR buffer
contribute both practical and timely (20 mM d 15-Tris-maleate, 0.5 M d 5structural information towards drug- glycine, pH 7.2) and then concentratdiscovery efforts aimed at larger sys- ed to 0.6-1.3 mM. The residue
tems. In this regard, NADP+ is a good numbering for MurB in this report
matches that used to describe both
ligand because its aromatic moieties published MurB crystal structures.
generate ring currents that can alter Compared to the crystallized MurB
protein chemical shifts. Mapping proteins2,3, however, our MurB prochemical-shift changes becomes tein contains four additional N-termi-
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nal residues (lleSerGiuPhe), one additional (-terminal residue (lie) and the
following three point substitutions:
Y35H, K242E and 1279M.
NADp+ binding/titration. For the 3D
HNCO spectrum, MurB was complexed
with NADP+ in the following manner. A
24 mM stock solution of NADP+ was
first prepared in NMR buffer. 25 Ill of
this stock solution was pipetted into an
Eppendorf microfuge tube, to which
340 Ill of a 1.39 mM MurB solution was
then added. After numerous inversions
to establish complete mixing, this solution was transferred by Pasteur pipette
back into a Shigemi 5 mm restrictedvolume
NMR
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The
final
NADp+:MurB molar ratio was 1.25:1;
the final MurB concentration was 1.3
mM. Similarly, for the 1H.15N HSQC
spectra in Fig. 1, NADP+ was added
stepwise to a second MurB sample to
achieve the desired NADP+:MurB molar
ratios in the titration.

NMR spectroscopy. All NMR data
were acquired at 30
on Varian UnityPius 600 MHz NMR spectrometers
unless otherwise stated. Data were
processed using either VNMR 5.1 (Varian Associates, Palo Alto, CA) or an
extensively modified version26 of FELIX
1.0 (Hare Research, Inc., Bothell, WA).
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